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Abstract

**Purpose**

Medical educators frequently use standardized patient (SP) encounters to bridge the gap between didactic education and practical application. Typically, SPs are healthy adults with no consistent physical findings; however, highly immersive virtual humans (VHs) may enable the consistent presentation of abnormal physical findings to multiple learners across multiple repetitions. Thus, the authors conducted this study to compare how frequently junior anesthesiology residents suspected obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) in preoperative assessments of SPs versus a VH.

**Method**

The authors presented a patient whose case included the historical features of OSA (snoring, daytime fatigue, observed apnea, hypertension, and obesity). Three SPs (in 2008) and one VH (in 2009) were necessary to run the residents through the assessment. The VH appeared morbidly obese and had a neck circumference of 40 inches. An airway exam of the VH displayed an image of redundant soft tissue, prominent tongue, and tonsillar hypertrophy. The VH responded to natural speech by recognizing “triggers” in a human’s voice. The triggers (no. = 849) and VH responses (no. = 259) were designed with a technique that collects information from user interactions.

**Results**

Five of 21 residents (23.8%) suspected OSA after interviewing the SPs, whereas 11 of 13 residents (84.6%) suspected OSA after interviewing the VH (odds ratio of 17.6; 95% CI of 2.9–107).

**Conclusions**

Residents suspected OSA much more frequently after interviewing the VH than after interviewing the SPs. The VH provides a unique opportunity to display numerous abnormal physical findings as part of SP encounters.
when the echo probe was in an appropriate anatomic location over a patient’s thorax. Although promising, these techniques can neither discern nor display disease conditions that affect the physical appearance of the patient.

The Virtual Experiences Research Group (VERG; Gainesville, Florida) is exploring human-to-virtual-human interactions with unique applications of virtual reality. VERG developed a highly immersive virtual human (VH) for this purpose. The VH enables the presentation of a consistent history and abnormal physical findings for multiple learners. Some medical educators have already used the VH to assess medical students and teach them communication skills. Moreover, VERG merged the VH with a mannequin to create a mixed-reality simulation for breast exams. Although the SP supply is limited, the VH offers the exciting possibility of creating an almost limitless repository of diverse and challenging virtual clinical scenarios that are difficult to consistently duplicate with authentic SPs.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether junior anesthesiology residents would more frequently suspect obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) during a preoperative exam of a VH as compared with an SP.

Method

After approval from the University of Florida social and behavioral institutional review board, we undertook this study with two sequential classes of first-year clinical anesthesiology (CA-1) residents at the University of Florida College of Medicine in Gainesville, Florida, early in the academic years of 2008 and 2009.

We created a script for both the VH and the SPs that included all of the characteristic features of OSA (snoring, daytime fatigue, observed apnea, hypertension, and obesity). We had two experienced anesthesiologists further train the SPs on consistently delivering the scripted history. Three SPs were necessary to process the first group of CA-1 residents (in 2008) through the assessment in a timely fashion. We recruited the SPs from the pool of available SPs at the University Professional Development and Assessment Center. The three SPs were middle-aged adults; one was a Caucasian man, one an African American man, and one a Caucasian woman.

We developed the VH script using Virtual People Factory (VPF; Gainesville, Florida). VPF is a Web application for modeling conversations between real humans and VHs. VPF conversations typically follow the pattern of humans providing conversational stimuli to trigger VH responses. VPF provides separate interfaces for the scenario authors and for the other content experts, allowing the authors to leverage feedback from other content experts to efficiently create and embellish a scenario that responds to a wide variety of stimuli.

We created the scenario by providing a few of the possible human conversational stimuli and VH responses. These represented best guesses as to the most frequently asked questions and statements that real clinicians would provide in an actual conversation. We then provided access to this scenario to a number of other clinicians, that is, senior anesthesia residents and faculty (this link will take interested individuals to the VPF test page of the VH used in this experiment: http://vpf.cise.ufl.edu/VirtualPeopleFactory/publicScript.php?qscript_id=320 [Click “agree” and “continue” on the first page and “continue” again on the second]). These other clinicians interacted with the VH in a conversational, instant-message-like user interface in their own language and without any prompts. The system attempted to respond by matching each trigger provided by the clinician to responses we had entered. VPF was able to provide us with tools for analyzing the transcripts to examine the frequency of certain topics, for reviewing and correcting errors, and for embellishing the script. We repeatedly invited other clinicians to test the scenario until we considered the level of error in the VH’s responses to be extremely low. For example, we initially had the VH respond to the trigger question, “Can you climb a flight of stairs?” with a description of his exercise tolerance. But, when other clinicians phrased the question in a way we had not anticipated (e.g., “How active are you?”), the VH could not initially respond. On review, we recognized that the other clinicians were inquiring about exercise tolerance and added that question to the triggers for the exercise tolerance response. Figure 1 illustrates the process of developing the VH’s dialogue.

After a period of three months, this testing eventually resulted in a script of 849 user triggers and 259 VH responses for a question-and-answer dialogue with the VH. The end result is a VH that seems to converse about a given subject in a natural manner.

Figure 1 Illustration of the process of developing the script for the virtual human (VH), which first-year clinical anesthesia residents interviewed in a study at University of Florida College of Medicine (2008–2009) to determine whether residents would more frequently suspect obstructive sleep apnea in the VH than they would in standardized patients. After the script authors first develop a script for the VH, content experts repeatedly interact with the script and the authors continually revise the script (using the content experts’ feedback) until the final script is virtually error-free.
We developed the appearance of the VH using the latest animation techniques, which would allow us to present a life-size scale VH on an LCD television (Figure 2). The VERG engineers designed the VH to appear morbidly obese, with a neck circumference of 40 inches. Residents could interact with the character through natural conversation. A speech recognition system analyzed the residents’ questions and converted them to text before they entered the VPF system. If the resident asked to perform an airway exam, an image suggestive of a small retropharyngeal space with excessive redundant soft tissue and tonsillar hypertrophy appeared. Further, if the resident indicated that he or she was going to perform a cardiopulmonary exam, the soundtrack of a normal cardiopulmonary exam played.

This VH interaction system consists of commercial, “off-the-shelf” hardware and open-source, in-house-developed software. The total cost is approximately $3,000. The virtual system includes a networked personal computer, a large-screen LCD monitor, and a microphone.

The study population consisted of two sequential classes of CA-1 residents who were undertaking their basic training and attending a lecture series early in the academic years of, respectively, 2008 and 2009. The anesthesiology residency program is fully accredited by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education. All the participants had completed one year of postgraduate medical training, and they were beginning their first three years of training in clinical anesthesiology. Each of the two classes received the same basic lecture and reading material on preoperative assessment before participating in this study. The first group of CA-1 residents interviewed one of three SPs. The interview was videotaped and reviewed by anesthesiology faculty. The second CA-1 group interviewed the VH. The VH records the clinician triggers and its own responses for subsequent review (again by anesthesiology faculty).

We considered any resident question or statement pertaining to OSA an indication that the resident suspected OSA, and we counted any such query or comment as a positive response. All residents also completed a standard preoperative history and physical assessment form for subsequent review by faculty who used the form to give the residents formative feedback.

We collected demographic data, including age, gender, type of internship previously completed, and prior pulmonology rotations, on all residents.

We completed statistical analysis using JMP 8.0.2 (SAS, Cary, North Carolina) and SAS 9.2 (SAS, Cary, North Carolina).

To address the primary question of whether residents detected OSA more frequently in an SP than they did in a VH, we first employed a chi-square analysis. We performed this analysis as a univariate analysis and did not control for other factors within this study. To control for the impact of resident age, gender, type of internship, and prior pulmonology rotation on the role of the VH versus an SP in the diagnosis of OSA in our sample, we employed binominal logistic regression using main effects modeling. We set statistical significance at .05.

Results

Five of 21 residents (23.8%) suspected OSA during the SP interviews, and 11 of 13 residents (84.6%) suspected OSA during the VH interview. Table 1 describes the distribution of resident factors (i.e., age, gender, internship, and pulmonology rotation status). No residents who interviewed the VH had completed an internal medicine internship, but other than that one exception, both groups of residents represented all types of internships well. A relative paucity of residents completed a pulmonology rotation during their internship. Interviews with the VH were more frequently associated with suspected OSA compared with SP interviews (odds ratio: 17.6 [2.9–107, 95% CI], P < .0006 based on univariate analysis).

In the nominal logistic regression model, only the main effect of interviewing the VH compared with interviewing an SP was a statistically significant factor in the diagnosis of OSA (P < .005; Table 2); resident factors, such as age, gender, prior pulmonology rotation (only three residents had previously completed a pulmonology rotation), and type of internship were not statistically significant influences in this model. After analyzing the results of the residents who interviewed the three different SPs, we detected no differences in the frequency of suspected OSA among the three SPs (P = .08, P < .53).

We did not complete a power analysis because we detected a significant difference in the population studied.
The mean age of residents who encountered an SP was 29.6 years old, and the mean age of residents who encountered a VH was 30.7 years old.

### Discussion

According to some estimates, OSA is more prevalent in the surgical population than in the general population. Further, perioperative complications are more likely to occur in patients with OSA. Whenever possible, anesthesiologists must first detect OSA preoperatively in order to craft a perioperative care plan, with the hope of reducing the likelihood of complications in these patients.

Ideally, medical trainees should always have the opportunity to perform clinical skills examinations in patients who demonstrate the disease states that clinical faculty wish them to observe. Yet, access to SPs with the diseases and abnormal findings to which students must be exposed is, at best, extremely difficult. Even though OSA is a common disorder, at our institution we do not have access to SPs with diagnosed OSA. Thus, the VH works to our advantage. We can assign the VH any disease—and design associated physical findings—and then the VH can reliably portray the disease across multiple repetitions. In this case, we designed the VH to appear morbidly obese, with an increased neck circumference and an abnormal airway anatomy, because these signs are very strongly associated with OSA and cannot be consistently displayed by SPs. Certainly, strengths of the VH are not only its consistent depiction of physical abnormalities but also its consistent delivery of medical history. The SPs did not present the exact same history to all the residents (e.g., one of the three SPs told the resident participants, “I do not sleep well,” whereas another SP said, “I snore,” and the third SP stated, “I have insomnia”). Although our analysis of the data revealed no differences in the frequency of suspected OSA among the three different SPs (which suggests that the differences in the way the SPs delivered the history and their different appearances did not affect the residents’ performances), the SPs available at our institution are healthy adult patients who cannot demonstrate the physical indications of OSA. Unlike the residents who conducted the SP interviews, all 13 residents who interviewed the VH interviewed the exact same “patient,” heard the same responses, and encountered the same physical OSA attributes. Correspondingly, these residents suspected OSA much more often. Our data imply that, without evident physical signs of OSA, junior anesthesiology residents are much less likely even to assess for (much less diagnose) OSA in an SP despite the SP’s scripted history of OSA symptoms. We believe the residents did not suspect OSA when interviewing the SP because the SP did not consistently present the history and could not depict the characteristic abnormal physical findings associated with OSA.

We acknowledge that our study had limitations. Although the study population consisted of two consecutive classes of junior anesthesiology residents at a similar point in their training in the same residency program, the medical knowledge and experience of the two groups may not have been the same. Still, the logistic regression analysis suggests that none of the available measures of resident experience or knowledge, as assessed by participant age, gender, internship type, and prior pulmonology rotations, influenced their performance. The pool of available junior anesthesia residents was relatively small, which prevented us from conducting any interviews with negative controls (i.e., SPs or a VH without a history or without physical findings suggestive of OSA). The VH is a two-dimensional representation of a human and, as such, can display only visual and auditory physical findings at present; however, like in other SP encounters, the VH can be paired with

### Table 1

Demographics of Residents* in 2008–2009 University of Florida College of Medicine Study to Determine Whether Residents Would More Frequently Diagnose Obstructive Sleep Apnea in Human Standardized Patients (SPs) or in a Virtual Human (VH) Patient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>No. (% of 21) of residents who interviewed an SP</th>
<th>No. (% of 13) of residents who interviewed a VH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male participants</td>
<td>12 (57)</td>
<td>10 (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of internship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical</td>
<td>6 (29)</td>
<td>4 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitional</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
<td>3 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal medicine</td>
<td>7 (33)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>5 (24)</td>
<td>6 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants who completed a pulmonology rotation during internship</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The mean age of residents who encountered an SP was 29.6 years old, and the mean age of residents who encountered a VH was 30.7 years old.

### Table 2

Logistic Regression Model for Diagnosis of Obstructive Sleep Apnea Among Residents Interviewing Either a Human Standardized Patient or a Virtual Human Patient, 2008–2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Odds ratio estimates</th>
<th>95% Wald confidence limits</th>
<th>P*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.141</td>
<td>0.710 1.834</td>
<td>.5845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender: Female versus male</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.046 12.044</td>
<td>.8340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary rotation: No versus yes</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 999.999</td>
<td>.9715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internship: Internal medicine versus transitional</td>
<td>2.490</td>
<td>0.056 109.947</td>
<td>.5787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internship: Same* versus transitional</td>
<td>3.350</td>
<td>0.101 110.751</td>
<td>.3276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internship: Surgery versus transitional</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.015 9.724</td>
<td>.2288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized patient versus virtual human</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.002 0.336</td>
<td><strong>.0051</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P values reflect maximum likelihood estimates. Bold indicates significant difference (defined as P < .05).

* "Same* signifies that the resident’s internship and residency occurred at the same institution.
mannequin simulators for discerning tactile abnormalities.18

Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that the VHI, performing at least as well as SPs, provides a unique opportunity for training and assessment within the realm of SP encounters. Significantly more residents suspect OSA when the physical attributes of the syndrome are present and consistent history is delivered with the VHI. This difference is clinically relevant. The availability of SPs who have particular diseases and can demonstrate or display the associated physical findings is extremely limited, yet the VHI offers the ability to consistently portray, across countless repetitions, the physical abnormalities of an almost limitless repository of diseases.
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